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Merger in the market for multimedia content

New and very innovative markets usually call for more accommodating 
competition policy

Except when a firm controls some essential input

Apart from the emerging market aspect, media raises specific difficulties
vertical integration, bundling and complementarities, two-sided market, competing 
technological platforms, many business models (public vs private, free vs pay, 
ads..)

The questions in the Kangaroo project
Will this lead to a single entity controlling key content and able to monopolize 
(part) of the VOD market?
Will it result in better quality of services and foster market development?  

The CC seems to doubt on the last point
Probably the outcome would have been different if the CC perceived more 

efficiency gains



Benefits to consumers?

More integrated service
Better search and navigation facilities
One stop shopping 

But if this is efficient and there is no foreclosure, third parties could propose 
similar services.

Public policy aspect: access in VOD to cultural content?
cannot justify an anti-competitive effect on all UK content

The integrated platform will have superior information on consumers and 
may leverage it

Collaborative filtering (Amazon, iTunes, NetFlix)
Targeted advertising
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Assessing market power 

New market
No data , demand not representative, bad predictor of future demand
New business models, experimentation, technological uncertainty

Difficult and speculative exercise: need multiple studies and source of information

Issues with robustness and credibility of empirical studies 

There is disagreement on the significance and the interpretations of the results
But not possible to judge from the report due to extensive business secret restrictions

But  even if empirical studies are of weak significance, what is a more reliable 
alternative?

Need a fair treatment of all studies:
Not clear why the survey is less convincing than the econometric studies for the degree of 
substitutability? 
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Market definition

Applying the concept is not well suited for emerging market?
Is there a specific market for VOD?
What will be this market in 5 years?

“MediaMemo [another website] reports that Apple has approached a number of TV networks in 
recent weeks to pitch its vision of a monthly subscription service that would allow the networks 
to deliver their content to consumers via iTunes with the idea of replacing consumers’ cable 
packages…” from the website MacRumors.com, 02/11/2009

Lead to focus on one question
Is a platform of UK content constrained by competitors selling non UK content?

A different question is : 
Is a large offer of UK content a necessary condition for successful large scale entry in the 
VOD market? 
Consumers may substitute UK and non UK, but want to have diversity of content 
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Market definition

SSNIP tests not well suited for emerging markets
same reasons as above 

Issue with multiple business models and two-sided markets
subscription, pay per view (DTR), selling (DTO), ads financed

The test should 
address the ability to raise profit by controlling all UK content
be consistent across business models

A possible solution?
evaluate ads revenue per sale (or other measure of demand) 
use total revenue as a benchmark = ads + price (similar to ARPU in telecom)  
example:  1£/0=infinity  but  what is 1£/ads rev and what is the percentage of 
revenue loss on ads ?
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Incentive not to compete with the JV

Several levels 
Retail market

Wholesale market with retail competition

Wholesale market with retail concentration

For this part, consider a market with 
upstream owners of IP over content (integrated downstream)

downstream  competing retailers 

a JV between all upstream firms operates on the retail market and the wholesale 
market

The JV can monopolize the market if
there is no competition from any of the members on any market

it can avoid coordination issue between retailers (Hart-Tirole work on foreclosure)
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Competing on the retail market

The JV limits the extent of rivalry between the members 
but not fully

free-rider issue: a unit of content sold through the JV generates 
only a share of the profit while the firm can capture the whole 
profit 

Hard to evaluate, depends on many factors

Scope for tacit agreement not to compete?
but may be hard to coordinate on which content

Not an issue if the firms compete in the whole market
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Incentives to compete on the wholesale 
market: competitive retail market

Retailers are offering a library combining contents from many 
sources

Pattern of substitutability/complementarities not clear (seems that UK 
content from 2 parties is needed for success).

The constraint on JV is the potential competition from its members

Similar to Lerner-Tirole analysis of competitive margin for patent pool
Several IP owners, the pool sells a bundle of all IP rights, each owner can still  
exploit his IP rights freely.
The pool is unconstrained only if it is welfare enhancing compared to the case 
with no pool
Otherwise it faces a competitive margin (prices lower than competitive levels)
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Incentives to compete on the wholesale 
market: concentrated retail market

Dynamic market foreclosure may be an issue if:  
Access to UK content is necessary to establish a VOD service and 
compete with the JV
Once established, the new service has significant buyer power (brand 
loyalty, switching cost, upstream competition…).

steel business from the JV 
doesn’t redistribute the profit upstream

Then upstream firms may have an incentive to foreclose 
access to future potential competitors 

However they will face coordination problems 
moral hazard in JV,  divide-and-conquer, prisoner’s dilemma
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JV and collusion

The argument are not very convincing as long as firms are 
active upstream

lack of transparency 
wholesale prices not transparent 
at the retail level, products are differentiated
non-price competition (ads model)

The JV reduce the gains from a collusive agreement as well as the 
gain from a deviation 

No more scope for credible punishment 

Could collude on not selling the content
But seems difficult for the most valuable content if the DTO are 
bundled with the DVD rights
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Conclusion

The evaluation of a merger in an emerging market is a very speculative 
exercise

should focus only on major competitive problems
efficiency consideration should have a strong weight

For this case, the importance of the estimate of the competitive pressure on 
UK content is problematic 

problem with reliability of result from the various studies 
a standard of proof would be useful

To my view the main concerns on foreclosure should be on the wholesale 
market

Existing theory suggests that letting the firms freely exploit all their content on the 
wholesale market could solve the competitive concern
Market foreclosure 
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